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Jeux de sea of fire 2

As every month, Sea of Thieves offers an update that adds new missions, new cosmetics or new ways to get more gold and reputation. March One, called Heart of Fire, offers a variety of detailed new features below. Tall Tales scenario quests are back with Hearts of Fire. Players will have to go to a cellar full of traps to
find out the truth about Flameheart's rumours, which would complement its strengths and alliances. For bored legend hackers, the update is here for you. New Athena tours have been added with legendary treasures in the key. It will take five trips from Athena to win promotion and access to the legendary treasure
hunter's special clothes. New toys have been added to the game with a new type of cannonball and grenade can be found in barrels. Chain balls: Less effective than ordinary cannonballs when piercing the hulls of ships, but they are the ideal weapon to destroy a mast, cabestan or bar in one shot. Use them to prevent
your next victim from escaping or make life difficult for a potential pursuer. Chaos Balls: These grenades, halfway between a trombone and an incendiary ball, can be a nightmare for groups of enemies. In addition to dealing damage, chaos cannonballs repel enemies, making them a good tactical choice when you're
being chased by skeletons or trying to keep other pirates at a safe distance. Finally, new cosmetics are available. Not only will the new Tall Tales quests unlock fiery clothing, but the market will also feature banana clothing and a Conker-style set for your ship. Sea of Thieves: Why the game needs PVE servers Here's the
trailer: Preview of the best video game news of the week on March 19, 2018. Sea of Thieves available March 20 on PC and Xbox One. With Sea of Thieves, Rare Software (Banjo and Kazooie) invites players to immerse themselves in the life of a pirate. Adventures in sandbox mode, where sailing in rough seas and
treasure hunt are legions. Living alone or in a crew of four players (collaboration is paramount), Sea of Thieves promises to be the ideal playground to share with friends. Nor Kuni 2: The arrival of a new kingdom available on March 23 on PC and PS4. In 2011, Level-5 and animation studio Ghibli (Princess Mononome,
Voyage of Chihiro) joined forces to deliver J-RPG with a enchanting universe. This Takes place hundreds of years after the events of the first game and brings two new tribes: cats and mice. A little too classic in the first part, gameplay and combat system have been reviewed here to offer fantastic adventure worthy of



names. Attack titans 2 Available March 20 on PC, PS4, Xbox One and Switch. Expanding the anime universe, Attack of the Titans 2 offers its share of epic clashes while strengthening the bonds between the characters. For this sequel, Koei Tecmo has reserved for fans of new control bases, even more devices available
and even more titanic content. Apex Construct available March 20 on PC and PS4. This FPS for virtual reality devices plunges players into a futuristic post-apocalyptic universe. It embodies the last living man who, armed with a bow, must face robots in a conflict between two powerful artificial intelligences. Assassin's
Creed Rogue Remastered available March 20 on PS4 and Xbox One. This episode, which came out in 2014, takes a templar view by following the story of Shay Patrick Cormac, a former murderer who was betrayed by his brothers in arms and decides to join an enemy camp, the Order of the Templars. The player is thus
forced to sail on the icy waters of the Atlantic in order to eradicate the Brotherhood. This remaster offers a graphic lift and 4K compatibility, as well as all DLC and even new special outfits, including Bayek, the hero of Assassin's Creed Origins. Titan Quest Available March 20 on PS4 and Xbox One. Hack and slash cult
released in 2006, Titan Quest takes place in a mythological universe and asks you to create a hero in order to live adventures in the Temple of Apollo in Delphi, the gardens of Babylon or the Pyramid of Giza. To find out, take our test. R.B.I. Baseball 18 Available March 20 on Xbox One. The biggest tournaments and
events in the American Baseball League are on the R.B.I. 18 program. All the teams and players of MLB (Major League Baseball) are there and this year it is Francisco Lindor of the Cleveland Indians who is the headliner. ARK Park Available March 22 on PC and PS4. Set in the world of ARK: Survival Evolved, this
virtual reality spin-off (live on PlayStation VR, HTC Vive or Oculus Rift) offers a free exploration of an island inhabited by dinosaurs. On the agenda: DNA research, fighting and egg harvesting in order to increase your own dinosaurs. Manticore - Galaxy on Fire Available March 22 on switch. This space shooter has already
released on iOS and Android coming to Nintendo Switch with its scenario for ten hours, its thirty bosses to face and its 35 environments to discover. Way Out available March 23 on PC, PS4 and Xbox One. Developed by Hazelight (Brothers: A Tale of Two Sons) and published by Electronic Arts, Way Out has the
distinction of being a cooperative-based action game, playable online or locally, on a split screen. Players each play as a prisoner and must cooperate on the run. A title that contains a good dose of action and storytelling, and can only be completed with another player on the controls! Detective Pikachu available March
23 on 3DS. Exclusive 3DS, Detective Pikachu immerses the Pokémon mascot in an investigation worthy of Professor Layton. In Rhyme City, Pokémon and humans live in harmony. Pikachu and a little boy named Tim, who is the only one who can understand what the yellow rodent says (because yes, Pikachu really
speaks for the first time in this game!), are caught in a case that seems to be closely related to Mewtwo ... WWE 2K18: WrestleMania available March 23 on PS4 and Xbox One. On the occasion of WrestleMania 2018, a large annual wrestling event organized by the WWE, a special edition of WWE 2K18 is launched. It
contains specific WrestleMania content and several player packs such as Kurt Angle and John Cena. An edition full of other bonuses (poster, collectible cards, etc.) that will please fans of the discipline. MLB Show 18 Available March 23 on PS4. Another baseball-based simulation game to be released this week is MLB
Show 18. The player can participate in the new season and embody various legends from the best leagues in this licensed game, which is only available in Europe on Playstation Store. With the Heart of Fire update now available on Xbox Game Pass, Xbox One, and Windows 10 PCs, a new sea of thieves will hit the
sea. The new Tall Tale continues with the Pendragon saga and Captain Flameheart, your arsenal is growing and a special challenge for Legend Pirates will arrive in this free update. Discover Evil's Domain The latest Tall Tale begins where Soul stopped in Partance (always available in the game). Arthur Pendragon must
face the consequences of his actions. To start Tall Tale Heart of Fire, talk to Tallulah at the pub at Morrow's Peak Outpost. You will soon understand that Pendragon is looking for pirates to help him save the souls of the missing members of his crew. But the unpredictable Stitcher Jim goes the same way to the Devil's
Roar, and they say Captain Flameheart is trying to make darkness. regain strength... Sailors sailing by sea of thieves will have a hard time! Gather the most experienced of your crews to conquer new enemy sites, but watch out for deadly traps ready to punish the least wary pirates. Become a legend among the legends
Pirate Lord offers a new path of Athena for legendary pirates ready for anything! You can buy a said trip if you have legend status, but those who don't have status can still join your crew. Go to Duke with enough duplicates in your pocket. Then you can collect Thieves' Haven and the islands around it in search of new
rare treasures that can be exchanged for gold, but also for reputation in the Luck of Athena faction. The challenge ahead is colossal, do you decide to join other marine veterans? Are we going to witness a clash between legends? The future will tell us... Get your hands on rare treasures Those and those who have not
yet reached legend status can, as mentioned above, connect with another pirate who has already achieved this performance. But you can also plan an ambush to bring legends down from their pedestal! Six new kinds of treasures, including the chalice of ancient happiness and the mighty old black powder keg, will
continue to earn gold and reputation in the Luck of Athena faction when you return to the mysterious alien in every pub. And since we're talking about rare treasures, I know this month comes the Royal Sea Squirrel Ship Set at the Pirate Emporium: a livery in the form of a tribute to Conker, for fans of Rare First Hour! Let
your creativity express yourself in The Best for Last: Heart of Fire and offer new toys for everyone. Discover chain balls for your weapons! They won't make impacts as big as conventional cannonballs in the hulls of enemy ships, but they can easily destroy a mast, cabestan or wheel in one shot! Expect the unexpected in
the coming naval skirmishes... The Sea of Thieves community tends to surprise everyone, including developers! If your thing is more of a melee, Blunderbomb is done for you! It's a throwing weapon that explodes like a trombone shot while doing damage and pushing the opponent away. Again, this is enough to offer you
the opportunity to change clashes to cause even more chaos! For more information In the Heart of Fire update, visit the official Sea of Thieves website. The update is free for players who purchased the game on Xbox One or Windows 10, but also for all Xbox Game Pass members. Just download and install the latest
Sea of Thieves update to access it. Are you new to Sea of Thieves? Join the community with all the new inaugural journeys, a separate adventure and arena story experience that works as a tutorial. The mussers begin their adventure with this calibrated scenario to teach them the basics of navigation. Navigation.
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